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On the Surface Area of the Ellipsoid*

By Stuart R. Keller

Abstract.   An expression is derived for the surface area of an ellipsoid in the form of

a convergent series.   The derivation is based upon an n-point Gauss-Chebyshev numer-

ical quadrature.   The rate of convergence and accuracy of the formula are demonstrated

by computing the surface area of several ellipsoids.

1. Introduction.  While the ellipsoid is a very useful three-dimensional geometric

shape, it suffers from an annoying peccadillo.  Except for the special cases of the

sphere, the prolate spheroid, and the oblate spheroid, no closed form expression exists

for the surface area of the ellipsoid.  This situation arises because of the fact that it

is impossible to carry out the integration in the expression for the surface area in

closed form for the most general case of three unequal axes.

In spite of the widespread use of the ellipsoid as a mathematical model and the

existence of an enormous body of knowledge on the theory of curved surfaces and

numerical integration, it does not appear that the problem of approximating the sur-

face area of a triaxial ellipsoid has been addressed.

In this paper an expression is derived for the surface area of an ellipsoid in the

form of a convergent series.  The derivation is based upon an «-point Gauss-Chebyshev

numerical quadrature.  The rate of convergence and accuracy of the formula are

demonstrated by computing the surface area of several ellipsoids.

2. Derivation.  The equation of an ellipsoidal surface having semiaxis lengths

a, b, and c may be written as

(1) z=f(x, y) = ±c(l -x2/a2 -y2/b2)'h    for x2/a2 +y2/b2 < 1.

An element of surface area is given by

(2) dS= [1 +f2x+f2yXhdxdy.

The surface area may be written as

(3) S = 4 [oa G(x)dx,

where

ô(i-*V)'/2 [1 -(1 - c2/a2)x1/a2 - (1 -c2/b2)y2/b2]'A
(4)

rb'i-x-ia y   \i -^i -c-/a~)x-/a- - (i - c~¡t)-)y-¡t>-\
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In order that G(x), the inner integral, may be evaluated effectively, it is desir-

able that it be written in such a manner that a numerical integration rule of Gauss

type (Davis and Rabinowitz [1, p. 35]) may be employed.  Therefore, a change of

variable of integration is made via

(5) *~'b(l-x2/a2f

Then G(x) may be written as

(6) G(x)=S\l¡?L»dt¡

where

(7) g(x, t) = b{ [1 - (1 - c2/b2)t2] - [(1 - c2/a2) - (1 - c2/b2)t2]x2/a2 }v\

This formulation of G(x) makes it amenable to «-point Gauss-Chebyshev numerical

integration (Davis and Rabinowitz [1, pp. 34, 75]):

(8) g(x)*~z g(x,a
»/=1

where

(9) r, = cosí -7T ),      / = 1, 2, . . . , «.

\    2n      I

Therefore, the surface area may be approximated by

0») s^fll'-i*,^ dx.

Since the order of integration and summation may be interchanged, Eq. (10) may be

written as

The integral in this expression may be written as

(12) / = fi Six' tj)dx = b ¡I (oc + &x2t dx,

where

(13) a = 1 - (1 - c2/b2)tf

and

(14) ß = -[(l-c2/a2)-(l-c2/b2)tf]/a2.

This integral may be evaluated using well-known formulas.
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If a = b = c:

(15) a=1>

(16) 0 = 0,

and

(17) I = a2.

Therefore, for the surface area of the sphere, Eq. (11) reduces to the exact result

(18)
S = 47ra2.

If a > b> c or a> b > c:

(19) a > 0,

(20) ß < 0,

and

(21) / = (b/2){a(a + ßa2t + \*/(-ßt\ sin"1 [a(-ß/cx)'A] }.

Therefore,

~^ví- 1 -(1 -c2/b2)tf

(22) 5"    n   f=i\a + [(l-c2/a2)-(l-c2/b2)t2]*

[(1 - c2/a2) - (1 - c2
• sin     —

!/¿2)^]* )

[l-(l-c2/b2)t¡

Since Gaussian rules (such as Eq. (8)) have the property that they converge to the

exact integral as « —► °° for continuous integrands (Davis and Rabinowitz [1, p. 48]),

it is clear that Eq. (22) will converge to the exact surface area as « —> °°.   Further-

more, for the case of a prolate spheroid (a > b = c), Eq. (22) reduces to

(23) S = 2nb2 +        2nf7l/ sin-'O - b2/a2)v\
(1 - b2/a2)A

which is the well-known exact result (see e.g. Standard Mathematical Tables [2, p.

496]).

3.   Examples.   In order to illustrate the rate of convergence and accuracy of

Eq. (22), several examples have been computed.  In carrying out the actual computa-

tions the number of terms necessary to compute the sum in Eq. (22) for any given

« may be reduced by noting that the expression within the brackets is an even func-

tion of L and ti = -r     +1.  Therefore, Eq. (22) may be written as

,   „ 4-nab "/2
(24) 5 s» 2-nbc +- V s(a, b, c, r)    if « is even
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or

2mb 4miM"-i)/2
(25)    S « 2-nbc +-s(a, b, c, 0) +-    y     s(a, b, c, t¡)   if « is odd,

n «      ^i '

where

(26)

2/1,2^2

s(a, b, c, tj) =
1 - (1 - c2/¿2)r;

[(l-c2/a2)-(l-c2/b2)tf]v>

2/1.2^2114

• sin
, [(l-c2/a2)-(l-c2/¿2)f2]

[l-(l-c2/b2)t2]*

For « = 1, the last term in Eq. (25) would of course be omitted.

Table 1

Surface area of some ellipsoids

computed from Eqs. (24) and (25)

Semiaxis Lengths

l, b = 1, c = 0.5 1, b = 0.8, c = 0.625 2, b = 1, c = 0.25

surface
area

surface
area

surface
area

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

exact
value

10.73921766

8.823782978

8.694757583

8.676245214

8.672825475

8.672103135

8.671937123

8.671896685

8.671886407

8.671883709

8.671882705

8.671882705

8.671882705

8.671882703

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

8.908899289

8.171982315

8.152738902

8.151697468

8.151625183

8.151619464

8.151618973

8.151618929

8.151618925

8.151618924

8.151618924

8.151618924

8.151618924

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

19.87868264

14.57211620

13.95444232

13.79280116

13.73763071

13.71610159

13.70699092

13.70291858

13.70102459

13.70011667

13.69921242

13.69921081

13.69921081

The results for three ellipsoids having semiaxes (a = 1, b = l,c = 0.5), (a = 1,

b = 0.8, c = 0.625), and (a = 2, b = 1, c = 0.25) are shown in Table 1.   Since the

volume of an ellipsoid is given by Ambc/3, each of these ellipsoids has the same vol-

ume.  The exact value for the surface area of the first ellipsoid, which is an oblate

spheroid (a = b > c), was calculated from the well-known exact result (see e.g. Stan-

dard Mathematical Tables [2, p. 495]):
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(27) s=2„i+^l_|„'+q-'2/-y
(1 - c2 la')''-        ¡-(l-c1/a2)*'

It is seen that for the first two ellipsoids, Eqs. (24) and (25) are accurate to at least

10 digits when « = 20.   For the third case, which corresponds to a very "eccentric"

ellipsoid, the rate of convergence is slower as this degree of accuracy was not obtained

until « = 30.

4.   Concluding Remarks.   Surface integrals of many functions over the ellipsoidal

surface may be carried out in a manner analogous to the above with an appropriate

redefinition of the function g(x, t).  This may require, however, that the integration

over x be carried out numerically rather than exactly as was done in the present case.
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